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Abstract 
The Regent Regulation (Peraturan Bupati or Perbup) is one type of Regional Head Regulation (Peraturan 

Kepala Daerah or Perkada) that functions as an implementation tool for higher-level national and 

provincial laws and regulations. This research is conducted because the Bogor Regency Government has 

issued a Regent Regulation regarding the Village Fund Allocation (Alokasi Dana Desa or ADD) for the 

fiscal year 2023, but there has been a delay in its issuance. The research aims to determine whether the 

process of drafting the Bogor Regency Regent Regulation Number 11 of 2023 concerning the Allocation 

and Procedures for the Distribution of Village Fund for the Fiscal Year 2023 is in accordance with the 

Laws and Regulations. The author uses the normative juridical method in this research by obtaining data 

through literature study and interviews. The data sources used include documents related to the Formation 

of Laws and Regulations, such as the Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation and other relevant regulations, 

as well as relevant literature data on the research topic. In addition, interviews were conducted with 

relevant officials to obtain complete and in-depth information. This research indicates that the formation 

of regent regulations must follow the mechanisms and procedures stipulated in the laws and regulations, 

including the stages of drafting, deliberation, guidance/facilitation, determination, numbering, 

promulgation, authentication, and dissemination. Therefore, procedurally, the process of drafting and 

issuing Regent Regulation Number 11 of 2023 concerning the Allocation and Procedures for the 

Distribution of Village Fund for the Fiscal Year 2023 is in line with the provisions of Law Number 12 of 

2011 concerning the Formation of Laws and Regulations, as well as the Ministry of Home Affairs 

Regulation Number 80 of 2015 concerning the Formation of Regional Legal Products.  

Keywords: Formulation Process, Drafting Process, Regent Regulation, Village Fund Allocation, 

Bogor Regency 

 

1. Introduction  

 

This Village Fund Allocation (ADD) is one of the government policies as an effort to 

accelerate development in the village. ADD is stipulated in Law Number 6 2014 concerning 

Villages and Government Regulation No. 43 of 2014 concerning the Allocation Of Village 

Funds. The determination of ADD is carried out by the Regional Government (District/City) 

through regulations Regent/Mayor (Perbup/Perwali), which arrange management, use, And 

accountability for ADDs. However, in its implementation, problems often occur hampered the 

issuance process of the Regent Regulation, which resulted in delays in its publication. 
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Bogor Regency is one of the regencies in West Java Province as well experiencing 

problems in the process of issuing the Regent's Regulation regarding Village Fund Allocation, pg 

That Then caused slow publishing regulation the For year 2023. Obstacles in issuing the Perbup 

regarding Village Fund Allocations can occur due to various causes, including bureaucratic 

complexity. In this case, Bureaucracy in the issuance of Regent Regulations (Perbup) is a series 

of procedures and mechanisms rule Which must be done in making And publishing regional 

government regulations Bureaucracy This intended to ensure that the Perbup issued is by the law 

And regulations that apply and can provide benefits for society. 

Indonesia as a country law, apply draft norm law tiered (hierarchy) in the implementation 

of various variety product of the law. It means something product Lower laws cannot contradict 

the laws above them (Patawari, 2019, p.21). This principle has been implemented in Law 

Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Legislation. Article 7 paragraph (1) of the Law 

Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Legislation states the types and hierarchies 

of Legislation which consist sequentially from Constitution 1945, Decree MPR, law/ Perppu, 

Regulation Government (PP), Regulation President (Perpres), Perda Province and Perda 

Regency/City. 

Besides That, outside of hierarchy legislation Also acknowledged type regulation other 

laws as referred to in Article 8 paragraph (1) of Law Number 12 Year 2011 Which give room for 

existing Regulation other Which made by: MPR, DPR, DPD, MA, MK, BPK, Commission 

judicial, BI, Minister, Agency/institution/commission Which level formed with UU or 

government on order law, DPRD Province, Governor, DPRD Regency/City, Regent/Mayor as 

well as Head Village or Which level. Regulation Legislation- The invitation is still 

acknowledged as its presence also has binding legal power, as long as it is in instructed by 

statutory regulations above him whose position is higher or made on base authority (Arifin, 

2015). So that Regulation Regent This Also includes recognized rules, inside Regulation of the 

Minister of Home Affairs Number 80 of 2015 about Formation Product Law which area has 

changed in the Regulations Minister Domestic Affairs Number 120 of 2018, states that this 

Regent Regulation is included in the category Regulatory chief Region (Perkada). 

In the process of its formation, Perkada must go through regulated procedures/stages as in 

Permendagri Number 80 the Year 2015 about Formation Product Law Area, If procedures/stages 

are No passed or No done with Correct as arranged by regulation legislation, Can cause to 

regional head Which it has determined to be null and void by law (Barlian, 2017). This is by the 

inner meaning of Article 56 jo. Article 52 Law Number 30 of 2014 concerning Government 

Administration, Perkada must meet the applicable provisions, namely prepared based on 

procedures that have been regulated, and authorized by the authorized official, and the contents 

of the payload material must be by the object Decision. 
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Based on description the, writer pushed For make A study about "Analysis Process 

preparation And Publishing Regulation Regent related Allocation Fund Bogor District Village in 

2023". This research intended to identify the process of publishing Regulation Regent Which 

relates to Allocation Fund Village in Regency Bogor, as well as analyze the arrangement of the 

steps aligned with legitimate regulation legislation. Expected study Which done This capable 

produce A material recommendation or input For Government Regency Bogor so that Can 

increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the process of drafting and issuing Regulations 

Regent or product law other in Then day, Also expected Can give contributions and reference 

materials for subsequent studies related to process publishing Regulation Head Area (Perkada) 

nor Regulation Regent (Perbup).  

Summary Problem 

1) How is the process of drafting Regulation Regent according to Regulation 

Legislation- Invitation? 

2) Is the process of drafting Regulation Regent Regency Bogor with Number 11 in 

the year 2023 concerning Allocation and Procedures for Distribution of Village 

Fund Allocations Budget 2023 appropriate with Legislation?  

 

2.         Research Method  

Method study applied that is method juridical normative with use techniques of obtaining 

data through literature studies and interviews. Literature study according to Nazir (2013: 93) is 

"a way of collecting data that involves the use of sources of information contained in various 

types of literature, such as books, scientific journals, articles, reports, And documents other 

Which relevant with topic Which currently researched”. According to Sugiyono (2016: 194) 

interviews are "a method of collecting data involves direct interaction between researchers and 

respondents, aims to obtain in-depth information about the topic under study. Source of data used 

namely various documents related to the Formation of Legislation, incl the Regulation Minister 

In the Country And regulations related to others, as well as data literature relevant to the topic 

discussion. Besides That, do interview with the Head Part Per Invitation Act (Head of 

Department Per law) in Secretariat Area Regency Bogor And Secretary Service in DPMD 

(Service Empowerment Public And Village) To obtain comprehensive and in-deph information. 
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3.         Results and Discussions  

A. Preparation Regulation Head Area/ Regulation Regent According to Regulation  

Legislation 

Regulation legislation is something from a rule Which is written as well as contain rules 

law Which owns strength Power tie Which applies generally And is carried out or determined by 

a state institution or authorized authority by requirements regulated in laws and regulations. 

According to Qomar et al (2020) " When We speak about regulation legislation, so will discuss 

in inside cover two aspects, that is regulation legislation is process form or formation of state 

regulations at the central or regional levels; and laws are all government regulations that are 

created from the formation of regulations at the level center or in the level area ” (p. 11). The 

interested public very depends on the creation of legal products in government at the central and 

regional levels. The role This legal product is very important in regulating and protecting the 

rights and obligations public. (Febriansyah, 2017). 

In line with what is contained in Law Number 23 of 2014 concerning Regional 

Government, each region has the right to determine regional policies to maintain task 

government Which becomes an authority. However, policy area must be based on standard, 

criteria, And system method Which has made the Central government. Then, when the Regional 

Government performs co-administration in regions, they have the right to establish Regional 

Policy through Head Regulations Area, Regulation Area, And Decision Head Area. The 

existence of all three is very important For ensuring harmony in policy regulation law with 

provision legislation whose position is above it, because of these regulations namely including 

the product of law Country (Fitriana, 2022, p.11). 

Regulation Regent (Perbup) belongs as Wrong One Regulation head Area (Perkada), ie 

something policy issued by Regent as a head area in level Regency. position Regulation Regent 

(Perbup) in hierarchy regulation legislation Indonesia's invitation is under the Law, PP 

(Government Regulation), Perpres, and Pergub. Because That means regional government 

regulation This includes type regulation Whose own level hierarchy more low status against 

these regulations. Legal products that are in regional government regulation (Regulation Regent) 

consists in form Regulation ( regeling ) And Decision ( beschikking ), that set about various 

aspect in the district area 

Because, as the implementation of regulation legislation has a higher hierarchical 

position, then the substance of the content or content in the Perbup is not may be contrary or not 

to the laws and regulations that have a higher hierarchical level. This is important to ensure the 

suitability and enforceability of regional government regulation in framework law Which apply 

in level national or regional Which more tall (Hasim, 2017). One regulation set by regional 

government regulation This ie regulation regarding Village Fund Allocation (ADD) which has 
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binding legal force region Regency. In Regulation Regent about Allocations Fund Village this 

set about distribution And Management Fund which village allocated by Government Regency 

for villages in supporting community empowerment and development in the region Village. 

Some things that can be included in the Regent's Regulation on Allocation of Village 

Funds, among them : 

1) Amount and percentage of funds given to villages: In Perbup Allocation The Village 

Fund will determine the amount and percentage of funds to be given to the villages in the 

region. This is usually based on government policy centers and regional financial 

conditions. 

2) Criteria And priority in use fund: Regulation Regent about Allocation Fund Villages can 

also set criteria and priorities for using funds, for example, priority use For development 

infrastructure, enhancement of the well-being of the public, or empowerment of 

community economy. 

3) Mechanism supervision And management fund by government village: Regulation Regent 

regarding Village Fund Allocation will regulate the monitoring and management 

mechanism fund by Government Village, including system method submission proposals 

And report accountability use of funds. 

4) Provision about report accountability use fund: Regulation Regent about Budget 

allocation Village will set provisions about report accountability for the use of funds, 

such as the time for submission of reports, format report, and sanctions for the village 

who don't comply with these provisions. 

Regulation Regent about Allocation Fund Village must arrange every year as part of 

development and empowerment efforts as well as improving people's welfare Village. The 

design must comply with the legal principle of lex superior derogat inferior (Laws of higher 

standing will be enforced or take precedence over laws who has a lower level), This is done to 

create certainty law in the system of Legislation (Huda, 2016). Regarding planning the 

preparation of this Regent Regulation is within the scope of the Regional Head/Regent policy as 

well based on the needs of Regional Devices. The arrangement is based on the command yang 

loaded in regulation legislation or authority Which set through Decision Head of Regional 

Apparatus, with a span of one year (Telaumbanua, 2018). Head Regional Apparatuses have the 

authority to make additions or subtractions in the established planning. Before the Draft Regent 

Regulation is stipulated, it is necessary to carry out harmonization by the legal department at the 

District Regional Secretariat. The objective of harmonization Draft Regulation Regent is To 

equate And harmonize the draft with other laws and regulations, as well as to prevent duplication 

of regulations or overlapping regulations (Amir, et al., 2021). 
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As in the Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs Number 120 of 2018 concerning 

Formation Product Law Area, the mandate on every formation Product Regional Law, it is 

necessary to implement the principle of drafting statutory regulations which include similarities 

between types and hierarchies as well as regulatory content material the. So that arrangement 

must be by the mechanism Preparation Perkada / Regulation regent, among them as follows: 

Preparation 

SKPD Initiator’s function, task, And authority For compiling Draft regional government 

regulation They Can include SKPD other, agency related, And public in drafting Draft the. 

Collaboration This can be done past meeting discussion design, audience, seminar, And test 

public. As User regional government regulation Head SKPD The initiator is fully responsible for 

the content of the material in the Draft Perbup they arrange. After completion, the Draft Perbup 

will be submitted by the Head of SKPD Initiator to the Head of Legal Section for 

review/correction. this process involves synchronization and harmonization of the contents of the 

substance of the Draft Perbup against regulations legislation Which parallel or Which position 

taller, as well as repair to regarding rules design form/format regional government regulation. 

Discussion 

After the Head of the Legal Department has received the Draft Perbup Manuscript, the 

document will be reviewed and discussed by a team consisting of the Head of Subdivision in 

charge, the Drafter of Legislation, other Officials, and Implementing Staff in the Legal 

Department. If need to involve other SKPD, related agencies, or the community in the 

discussion, Head Part Law Can design a Team through Decision Regent, with members Head 

Device Area initiator or officially appointed as chairman; Head Part Law as Secretary; And 

Member team Which can be customized with need. Meeting the discussion on the Draft Perbup 

was also attended by the initiating SKPD. After that, Chief Part Law will make alignment, 

harmonization, And settlement script Draft regional government regulation If the Draft regional 

government regulation has Already through discussed by SKPD Initiator previously, the Legal 

Department would only correct the similarity of the design form/format regional government 

regulation as well as repair written structure or language used. 

Development/Facilitation 

Before being ratified as a Perbup, the draft Perbup has gone through discussion and must 

be given to the Governor through the Legal Bureau of the Provincial Secretariat for facilitation. 

The goal is To prevent the cancellation of regional government regulation. Letter application 

facilitation Which was signed by the Regional Secretary will attach with: 
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1. Manuscript design regional government regulation in the form of matrix facilitation. 

2. Copy digital/files matrix design regional government regulation 

3. News program meeting discussion. 

After the results of facilitation from the Legal Bureau came out, the Legal Department 

integrated with the SKPD Initiator in improving and adjusting the Draft Perbup according to the 

results of the facilitation. Then, 3 copies of the Perbup Draft will be printed by SKPD Initiator. 

Each page of the Perbup Draft must be initialed by the Head of SKPD Initiator, And script the 

must be given initials coordinated by Head Part Law before being submitted to the Regent. 

Determination 

Manuscript Draft regional government regulation submitted to Regent through Secretary 

Area with use Application letter Determination. the letter is attached with: 

1. 3 (three) double Manuscript Draft regional government regulation 

2. Photocopy News Program Meeting Discussion. 

3. Photocopy results Facilitation Governor. 

4. Data other supporters what you need. 

The application letter and all attachments are sent through the General Section of the 

Secretariat Area, Then next to the Assistant Who is responsible for answering, And Secretary 

Area For be marked with initials coordination. Manuscript Draft regional government regulation 

signed by Regent after obtaining approval initials from the Head of SKPD and coordination 

initials from the Head Legal Department, Assistant in charge, as well as Regional Secretary. If 

there is a change in the contents of the Perbup, the Draft Perbup text is returned to the Initiator's 

SKPD in order customized. Then after being signed by the Regent, the Perbup Manuscript is 

documented through the Regional Secretary, Head SKPD Initiator, and Head Part Law. 

Numbering, Provision, Authentification & Dissemination 

Head Part Law uses a number round For doing numbering Perbup after being signed by 

the Regent. Promulgation of the Perbup is handled by the Secretary Area, or in matter obstacle 

Secretary Area, done by executor Task Which is then published in the Regional Gazette. After 

being signed by the Regional Secretary, then the Head of the Legal Section carries out 

authentication to the Perbup that has been ratified, and together with the head of the initiating 

SKPD, distributes copies of the draft that has been promulgated through Regional News. Within 

7 working days after promulgation, the Legal and The Initiator's SKPD is required to submit the 
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Perbup to the Governor through the Legal Bureau for reference in carrying out training and 

supervision. 

 

Figure 1. The Mechanism for The Preparation  

B. The process of preparing the Bogor Regency Regent's Regulation Number 11 Years 

2023 concerning Allocation and Procedures for Distribution of Village Fund 

Allocations Budget 2023 

On the other hand, there are harmful BTP groups that are still often added to food, such 

as formalin, borax, and rhodamine B. Formalin is a dangerous BTP group, a strong acid 

compound that is often added as a preservative (Wahyudi, 2017; Saputra &; Ervina, 2019). 

Formalin is acidic because it contains formic acid due to formaldehyde oxidation (Nuhman &; 

Wilujeng, 2017). Formalin can cause poisoning because it quickly reacts with the mucous lining 

of the digestive tract and respiratory tract. Long-term use of formalin causes blood vessel failure, 

nervous system depression, kidney failure, hypotension, liver toxicity, and if exposed in large 
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quantities can cause death (Yuliantini &; Winasih, 2019). Therefore, the presence of formalin 

needs to be detected to prevent the consequences caused by the consumption of formalin foods. 

Bogor Regency is an area in West Java Province that has an area of 3,663.57 km² with a 

population of around 5.8 million people (2021) and has 40 districts and 416 villages. Every year, 

the Bogor Regency government publishes Perbup ADD which is the basis for disbursing the 

Village Fund Budget. In 2023 This government regency Bogor publish regional government 

regulation ADD with Number 11 year 2023 about allocation And System Method Village Fund 

Allocation Distribution Year Budget 2023, Which has rise And signed per date 29 March 2023 

by Plt Regent Bogor Iwan Setiawan is also the Regional Secretary Burhanuddin. 

Issuance of Perbup ADD in the previous period, namely ADD in 2021 was issued with 

Regulation No 107 signed as of December 30, 2020, and for 2022 published with number 31 

signed on 4 January 2022. Will but in publishing Perbup Number 11 of 2023 concerning 

Allocations and Procedures for Distribution of Allocations The Village Fund for the 2023 Fiscal 

Year experienced problems related to delays in the issuance process, which is usually the ADD 

regional government regulation is always issued in January or December of the previous year. 

According to Simbolon (2019), "The model for making laws the law is responsive, that is, when 

the legal product is primarily for the community, then in the formation of new regulations or 

changes must be hastened, therefore, the power holder must immediately follow up” (p.13). But 

for 2023 the ADD regulation was only published on March 29, 2023. Due to the slow 

disbursement of ADD it had an impact on the obstacles to development, community services, 

and the rights of village officials in the form of Income Remains (Siltap) that have not been 

accepted from January until March. 

For these problems, researchers conducted interviews with Mr. Hadi as Head of Part 

Legislation (Head of Department Per-UU) in Secretariat Area Regency Bogor. The results of his 

interview provided information that " the problems that occurred were caused by the position of 

Plt who leads the government of Bogor Regency is based on the law there are limitations, one of 

which is that the Plt cannot sign a Perbup if it doesn't already exist permission from the Ministry 

of Home Affairs and even then the permit takes time to process ”. he further says, adds This 

obtained from 10% Budget Income Shopping Area (APBD) For Village per year And allocation 

is done by regional government regulation each year. In process arrangement regional 

government regulation ADD No 11 year 2023 This started from proposer SKPD (Unit Work 

Device Area) that is DPMD (Service Empowerment Public And Village) Which propose product 

law new namely the Governor's Regulation ADD This which then in review by Part Per UU at 

the Regional Secretariat in a manner legal drafting. 

After going through the review process, the draft Perbup that is made must be facilitated 

by Provincial Government at the law firm, accompanied by sending a letter to the Governor 

through the Bureau Provincial Secretariat Law to be facilitated. In the process of facilitating the 
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draft Perbup Then check return is Already by rule or Not yet. If the Already finished facilitation 

governor sends a letter return to bureau law Regency Government related results facilitation, the 

results are that some need to be discussed again and some are not, for this Perbup ADD 

Incidentally, there are several questions/things regarding the substance of the regulation, by 

because it was then discussed again with the proposer, namely DPMD, after being discussed only 

then did the Acting Regent submit a signature permit to the Ministry of Home Affairs, however, 

the letter cannot go directly to the Ministry of Home Affairs but through to the 

Governor/Provincial Government, who then forwarded the signature permit to the Ministry of 

Home Affairs, the letter contained application permission sign hand regional government 

regulation ADD to Ministry of Home Affairs Through governor. regional government regulation 

new Can in sign handle if Letter of recommendation from the Ministry of Home Affairs already 

down. 

The Regional Government of Bogor sent a letter on March 17, 2023, to the Ministry of 

Home Affairs, but based on Permendagri the time needed to obtain a permit recommendation 

signature is 7 days. Because yesterday already passed the specified deadline, the Plt initiative 

pick up the ball to the Ministry of Home Affairs to ask for results recommendation permission 

signing, after That No long then permission That down Then regional government regulation 

ADD Can sign. The bottom line is because of conditions Plt there is a procedure that must be 

passed. so that making it a long process that the Plt has to go through to get permission to sign 

and causes delays in the issuance of the Perbup, the Plt cannot personally sign legal products 

directly because you have to get permission Ministry of Home Affairs. until the time Which 

taken in issued the Perbup ADD, the process began in February after the DPMD proposed it 

material contents of the Perbup material to the Per UU section in the Regional Secretariat until 

March 29 officially enacted takes approximately one and a half months (Hadi, Head of Regional 

Secretariat Act Bogor). 

As is known, the Bogor Regency Government is currently led by the Regent, namely 

Iwan Setiawan Which status Plt (Executor task) who does not like definitive Regent, because 

necessary There is A little process stages advanced Which must be taken so little experience 

lateness. the powers of the Acting Regional Head are limited to the implementation of policies 

that have been regulated by the Definitive Regional Head when unable to carry out their duties 

(Bimasakti, 2021, p. 65). Based on the provisions of Article 14 paragraph (7) of Law Number 30 

of 2014 concerning the Administration Government, it is stated that if an authority is obtained 

from a mandate then it cannot be used to create a policy that has a strategic impact on change 

legal standing in terms of organization, staffing, and budget allocation. "Decision or "Strategic 

action" refers to something that will have an impact large, for example in determining the change 

of strategic programs and work programs Government (Deliarnoor, 2015). Authority Head Area, 

like discussing And signing to design regulations area. If For to fill vacancies, Acting Regional 

Heads cannot do so without approval from the Minister of Home Affairs So from That, at each 
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operating task And authority, Plt Head Area does have not quite enough answers to the Minister 

of Home Affairs And must report every report fulfillment his job to Minister of Home Affairs 

Ivan Setiawan (Representative Regent Bogor) Who now appointed to become Plt Regent 

Bogor on 28 April 2022 replaced Ade Yasin (Regent Bogor) after setting a suspect case bribe 

and was detained by the KPK. If it relates to ADD disbursement, it must be based on the Regent 

Regulation which has been made. The implication is that when the position of regional head 

occupied by Plt (executor task), must ask for recommendations Provincial Government and 

Ministry of Internal Affairs Country (Kemendagri) when they want to realize the Regent 

Regulation (Perbup). The Bogor Regency Government has requested recommendations on the 

implementation of Perbup ADD to the Ministry of Home Affairs since 17 March 2023. In the 

rule Minister of Home Affairs mentioned most long 7 days, will but the new date is 29 March 

2023 the Ministry of Home Affairs issues a letter of recommendation to permit related 

regulations Regent (Perbup) Fund Budget Village (ADD) to be signed by the Acting Regent. 

Based on the results of an interview with Mr. Agus Putrono as the Service Secretary at 

DPMD (Service Empowerment Public And Village) say that “ delay publishing regional 

government regulation ADD This Also influenced by slow proposal draft regional government 

regulation ADD to part Per UU Regional Secretariat Regency. Bogor, matter the Because For 

compile loads the substance of the Perbup ADD material must wait for the balancing fund 

calculation process from the province or government center Which as it happens For the year 

2023 This new Can submit ADD regional government regulation draft in mid-February.” 

The ADD budget is obtained from the Regional Revenue and Expenditure Budget 

(APBD) namely at least 10% of the added General Allocation Fund (DAU). from Revenue 

Sharing Fund (DBH). At the end of March, this ADD Regulation was finally published and 

signed on the date 29 March 2023, Then regional government regulation ADD will socialize 

about How methods And stages, as well as conditions For Apparatus Village, can apply for the 

disbursement of ADD funds, which in practice the Village will propose the proposal through the 

District Government to the DPMD will then be forwarded to BPKAD. If all the requirements 

have been met, then the ADD funds/budget will be disbursed directly through the account cash 

Village. 

4.        Conclusions 

A change in anthocyanin color from purple to red does not necessarily indicate formalin. 

There are several other acids that give the same color change, such as lactic acid, phosphoric 

acid, and acetic acid. Formalin with the body's tolerance limit has a color change to deep purple 

(towards black). There is a change in the pH of the sample after anthocyanin administration, such 

as formalin and benzoic acid, while other samples become more alkaline. Such changes are due 

to the degree of solubility of acids in anthocyanin. 
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Based on the results and discussion, the Formation of product law’s role is important for 

some government centers or government areas, Because product law is very needed to 

accommodate the necessity public. Formation of legislation begins with the preparation step 

design, discussion, coaching/facilitation, stipulation, numbering, promulgation, authentication, 

And dissemination. Process formation regulation legislation follows the provisions contained in 

Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Legislation. In the statutory hierarchy, 

there are Regulation Regents Which including into the category Regulation Head Area 

(Perkada). Regulation regent This applies in level regency and has strength law, Which is similar 

to regulation legislation other. In its formation, Regulation Regent must follow the mechanism of 

rules and ways that have been determined through regulations legislation, With thereby, stages 

process passed This aim To ensure that the regent regulations issued are by the rule of law and 

regulation that also applies capable give benefits for society. 

In regency bogor every year local government Bogor publishes Regulation Regent-

related Allocation of Village funds (ADD) with Number 11 of 2023 concerning Allocation and 

Procedures Distribution of Village Fund Allocations for the 2023 Fiscal Year, which were issued 

and signed on March 29, 2023. However, in the process of forming this ADD regulation, it 

experienced constraints related to delays in issuance, which are usually always issued in the 

month of January or December of the previous year. The delay occurred because of the Regent 

Bogor moment This is Ivan Setiawan’s status Plt (Executor task), Based on provision UU. 

Number 30 of 2014 concerning Government Administration, mentions the authority of 

Plt The regent is limited in decisions or actions that are strategic in nature, so he must get 

agreement from the Minister of Home Affairs especially formerly. The reason other Which 

becomes a constraint is Also influenced by the slow proposal draft of regional government 

regulation ADD by DPMD to Part Per UU Regional Secretariat Regency. Bogor, so that letter 

requesting application recommendation permission sign hand to Ministry of Home Affairs 

become obstructed. 

Even with the obstacles that become obstacles in the process of publishing Regulation 

Regent number 11 for the year 2023 about allocation And System Method Distribution 

Allocation Village Fund Fiscal year 2023. However, in a manner procedural process the 

preparation and issuance of the legal product is by the Laws and Regulations Invitations as 

stipulated in Constitution Number 12 of 2011 concerning Formation of Laws and Regulations of 

the Minister of Home Affairs Number 80 of 2015 concerning the Formation of Regional Legal 

Products. Therefore, so as not to repeat similar incidents in subsequent years, the district 

government of Bogor needs to strengthen coordination and communication between OPD 

(organization device area), For things related to administration, should do more beginning 

Because takes quite a long time. If administrative issues have not been addressed since the 

beginning of the year, this will have an impact on delaying the implementation of several 

programs that should can be done. 
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